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Marca Corona at Maison&Objet 2023

Marca Corona will be exhibiting at Maison&Objet Paris 2023, the most important 
international event dedicated to home decor, interior design, architecture and lifestyle 
trends to present its  latest ceramic collections.

From 20 to 24 January 2022, Marca Corona will be located in the Ceramics of 
Italy Collective (Hall 7 - BOOTH H188) which gather all the best Made in Italy tiles 
manufacturers. Come visit us at our Stand and read below or visit our Website to discover 
more about Mirabilia, Miniature, Multiforme Dune, Arkistyle and all our new ceramic series.

Multiforme Dune

With Multiforme Dune, Marca Corona extends its exploration into the world of concretes 
and resins, presenting a collection inspired by the warm colours of sand and desert that 
breathes new stylistic life into timeless materials. These are eclectic elements, easy to shape 
and colour as desired, to create a wide range of designs in response to the most diverse 
tastes, beyond the trends of the moment.
Multiforme Dune extends the range of the Multiforme collection, offering a new 
palette of warm shades with soft accents. Colours designed to realise a potentially infinite 
variety of combinations: mixing the variants of the new collection, or proposing combinations 
with the many proposals of Multiforme and other Marca Corona collections inspired by 
different textural looks.

Large 120x278 slabs decorated with trendy natural motifs, sophisticated geometric patterns 
for outdoor use and fascinating tesserae. The decorative range of Multiforme Dune is 
developed to express the designer’s inclinations at most, personalising spaces with proposals 
of high scenic impact.
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Mirabilia 

An exploration of the fantastic, lush botanical world in a perfect balance of versatility and 
scenic impact. Mirabilia by Marca Corona gives new vitality to the wallpaper effect, with a 
highly combinable proposal, designed down to the smallest detail, for bespoke spaces in an 
original and highly distinctive style. 

Mirabilia collection is available in the 50x120 rectified size. A particularly versatile and 
multifaceted option gives full expression to the liveliness of the wallpaper effect, in both 
horizontal and vertical installation to create sophisticated wall panelling effects.

In its expressive richness, Mirabilia is carefully designed to offer harmonious combinations 
with numerous Marca Corona collections. From natural textural effects such as stone, 
wood and marble looks, to urban-style surfaces, including reinterpretations of resins and 
concretes, and proposals inspired by the latest design trends.
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Arkistyle 

With the Arkistyle stone effect collection, Marca Corona continues its exploration into 
the world of stones, offering a sophisticated combination of two fascinating variants. A 
Limestone featured by inclusions of marine fossils just hinted at and blending with the 
background, and an eye-catching contemporary reinterpretation of Terrazzo, distinguished 
by the presence of multicoloured flakes, originating a very refined contrasting effect.

Due to the graphic richness and the special size, Esagona stands out as one of the most 
iconic and distinctive elements of the Arkistyle collection. An option that lends itself to 
the realisation of original installation solutions, opening the way to multiple possibilities for 
customising rooms.

Through a reinterpretation of Terrazzo in a contemporary key, and a series of tesserae with 
a sophisticated geometric style, Arkistyle offers a successful synthesis of natural charm and 
decorative sophistication. An enrichment of the range that expands the design potential of 
the collection, for highly customised projects.  
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Miniature 

Miniature is the unprecedented container that brings together the uniqueness and 
aesthetic and technical richness of different handcraft traditions.

MINIATURE FREGIO 
The Fregio collection bears the distinct and sophisticated uniqueness of majolica to 
Miniature: the classic becomes inspiration for the ceramic solutions of this collection in the 
6x24 cm size. The refinement and timeless charm of antique majolica, with their original 
decorated surfaces and Mediterranean colours, turn into the inspiration for original and 
surprising ceramic solutions.

MINIATURE FUOCO
The colours and surface nuances of oxidised metal become unique suggestions in 
the Fuoco collection, a ceramic proposal with distinctive character and personality. The 
surface of the ceramic material enhances the preciousness of the colour components of 
aged metals: Fuoco is the collection in 6x24 cm size that conveys contemporary and styled 
atmospheres.

MINIATURE SODA
Soda brings to ceramics the suggestions of the ancient techniques of the artistic 
craftsmanship of master glassmakers. The rich magic and precious allure of glass worked 
by craftsmen’s hands inspire the ceramic material, which tells of a new expressive power for 
surfaces. The creativity of the Soda collection uniquely interprets the distinctive beauty of 
glass in this collection of 6x24 sizes.
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Marca Corona. 
Evolution and excellence, since 1741

Since 1741, Marca Corona has been a proud ambassador of quality ceramics and Italian 
style worldwide. Its outstanding reputation is the fruit of an on-going process of growth and 
innovation and the close attention paid to the local area and to people. 

Three hundred years of history which, passing through fashion, social and economic 
changes, reveal the passion, expertise, innovation and character of a out of the ordinary 
company.
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